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The inner whence shell region in the photoionization spectra of NiiO, Ni(CO)e and Cr(CO)6 is studied by means of a
diagonal two-particle-hole T--Damoff
approximation Many body effects are found in the energy range of the COligand ionizations. The effects are more pronounced in NiCO and Ni(C0)4 than in Cr(C0)6 _Since similar results have to
be expected for adsorbate systems, the interpretation of photoemission spectra of such systems on the basis of the simple
one &tick picture should be handled with &e.

1. Introduction
From a great variety of applications it is nowadays
well known that the first feti ionizations of a molecule
can be described quite well in the framework of the
one Particle picture [l] . Each of the first few states
of the ionized system is usually connected with the
detachment of a single electron from a well defined
molecular orbital. In other words, we can say that a
Koop,mans state ak I $@)> created by the sudden rcmoval of an electron from the orbital 1(pk) decays mainly
into a single fir@ state 1$,p:% aslong as & denotes
one of the highest occupied orbitals. Correspondingly
wc usually do tiot find satellites in thti regidn of the
fmt few ioetion-bands.
Tl& region we&ill call the
“‘outer vale& shell re&@” (OVSR).. ~.-’

This energy region is called the inner valence shell
region (IVSR).
The different sensitivi?y of outer and irmer valence
shell ionizations towards many body effects brings
about an interesting question: What happens if a molecule with a relatively high first ionization potential
undergoes weak bonding to another species the first
ionization potential of which is low? In sue a case,
the highest occupied orbitals of the considered molecule which definitely belong to the OVSR in the free
molecule may become inner valence shell orbitals in
the bonded system due to the presence of high lying
occupied orbitals of the other species. Therefore we
might expect considerable changes in the corresponding Part of the photoionization spectrum, even if
the oibital wavefimctions are not altered dr&aticaIly by this tyj& of bonding. The magnitude of these
effects str&gly depends oti the den&y of iirial states
in i3ie exiergj Wge .?f the primary Koopmans state
and aIs6 on th& coupling‘matrix eIements between the
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Table 1
Ionization potentials for NiCO obtained with different theoretical methods and from different numerical approximations. ‘Ihe
absolute values of all calculations are shifted in such a way that the fast ionization tits the experimental value 75 eV above dband onset found for the NiiCO adsorbate systems. This type of presentation follows the suggestion of Cederbaum et al. [ 111
Orbital

CNDO a)

30
40
1X
50

3158
15.09
9.13/8.64
i-5

EHT b)

Ab initio c,

9.0
75

33.3
11.76
7.77
75

SCF-XQ
wrest. d,

11.9/12-l
7517.7
9.119.3

SCF-Xa
rest. d)

75
9.7

ASCF e,

CNDOf)

30.0
125
75
79

31.48
13.14
9.63
75

a) Ref. [9 J , from application of Koopmans’theorem. @I) Ref. [ 10 J , from application of Koopmans’ theorem. c) Ref. [ll],from
d) From ref. [8J_
fj This work. from application of Koopmans’theoapplication of KoopmanZtheorem.
e) From ref. [‘il.
rem.

inner valence 0rbitaI.s are approached if a molecule
like CO or N2 is adsorbed on a clean metal surface
or bound to an electron rich metal atom in a transition metal complex. In both cases the bonding is very
similar which is the reason for the increasing importance of properly se&ted complexes as model compounds for the study of the cbemisorpfive bond [S] _
The uppermost occupied orbitals of the considered
molecule (termed “l&and”) are not much altered by
this type of bonding hilt energeticaUy these ligand
orbitals are situated about 5 to 8 eV below the highest
occupied orb&A of the metal_ It is therefore very
probable that the ligand orbitals can no longer be
considered as outer valence orbitals in the adsorbate
as well as in the complex_ In the experimental spectra
somehints are found whi& seem to confixm this suggestion:
(i) From measurements making use of techniques
Eke angular and energy dependent photoer@ssion
with depolarized and polarized radiation, it seems
to be now ascertained that for carbon monoxide
adsorption on a transition metal surface the sequence
of the ionizations attniuted to m_ electron detachment from the l&and orbit& is altered with respect
to free CO [6]_ This is esp@aUy true for the ionizations which are believed to originate from-the orbitaJ.sI&e&d 5q a&i In.&_CO. In *e free moIecule
these ~on@iqns are cI@y separated with IP(5u) <
Ip(lx) (VIP(5u) =~14.01 eV, vIp(l$ = 169. eV [I]).
After cooSnation Jo a surface the correspon&g
ionizations are-nearly degenerate with a sIight favour
foithe order IP(1.n) < II?(

For model systems like NiCO this inversion is not
found on the level of the one particle approximation
but by more advanced calculations like aSCF [7] l
and XQ-SV?[a] (table 1). As the latter methods
include parts of the relaxation energy, we are forced
to take into account nonuniform relaxation shifts
by which the sequence of ionizations can be aItered
with respect to the one particle result.
(ii) In transition metal carbonyls the average energy
of the l&and range of ionizations is shifted towards
Iower energies as compared to free CO 11,121. This
seems to be true also for CO adsorbates if the energies are referred to the vacuum level. Siie bonding
to the surface or in the complex results in 2 stabiizing bond shift, the low energy shift of the l&and
range of ionizations must be due to increased relaxation.
(iii) In the ligand range of the ionization spectrum
of &an&ion metal carbonyls Plummer and co-workers
found satellite structures which they iriterpretated as
shakeup peaks [SC]. If this interpretation is correct,
it is the most convincing hint for the existence of nonnegligible many body effects. _
-To study in further detail the decreasing suitability
of tY!eone particle description and the increasing
importance of many body effects which accompany
the possible transformation of an outer valence shell
* Assue
the samec&el&cm con&butions as & f%&Cp
the autbbrs.bf nf_~[?J prefer the sequence So 2 I& for the :
finat states of NrcQ in spite of the fact thti~their&CF‘:_
1
ulcuIations prf$ict In <.Su. _’^

:
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orbital of a free &and to an inner shell one in a complex or adsorbate, we have Investigated the adsorbate
model system NiCO and the carbonyls Ni(CO)h and
Cr(CO)h by means of many body perturbation theory
1133. This method, especially the Green’s function
approach, has been found to be one of the most suitable ones to describe many body effects in photoionization [3,14]. If applied to wavefunctions obtained
from ab initio calculations this method is, however,
numerically very expensive in the case of larger tmn&ion metal containing compounds. We therefore
used wavefimctious obtained from an extended version of the CNDO formalism Introduced in part I of
this series [15a] which is especially devoted to the
treatment of trausition metal containing systems. It
has been shown earlier [16] that in the case of molecules with light atoms a connection of the Green’s
function approach with CNDG wavefunctions usually
leads to at least the same qualitative conclusions as
the more advanced calculations. We therefore expect
that the qualitative changes followh-ig the boncllng
of the l&and can be described quite well by this
approach.

2. Theory
To study many body effects in photoionization
we use the Green’s function approach [ 13,141 in
which vertical ionization potentials (VP’s) and electron affiities are obtained as zeros of the inverse
Dyson equation
G-‘(w) = WI - e-D(o)

.

(1)

This equation connects the one particle Green’s function with the single particle energies E&(collected in
the diagoual matrix a) and the so+ed
self-energy
part E(w). Z depends on the perturbation
H’=H-&M,

(2)

which is thy difference between the exact hamiltonian
H of the N-fermion system and the model hamiltonian
HEM .&ed to d&c&e the system in the independent
particle approximation. The often used order by order
=*oo
Z(o) = C(‘)(w) + 73qco) + Z=8)(0) + ..:
does not reproduce~the correct pole s&Sure

(3)
if one
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goes beyond second order [17]. For the outer valence
shell region which is defined by
kk ! < 1x-’ I,

z--l = 2’39,MO - ELUM,

(4)

iu this expansion [ 13,141 this incorrect pole strutture does not cause any serious effect since all the
poles of C resulting from third and higher order contributions are well separated from ck. For the lower
lying levels, however, the orbital energies ek lie often
close to the poles of Z and thus one has to use an
approximation which resembles the correct pole structure of the exact selfenergy part. As shown by Cederbaum [17] this structure is analogous to that of the
second order contribution

-X @j&s i- njnanb) >
nj = occupation number ,

(5)
7i;-=l -nj,

in the order by order expansion.
The most prominent approximations which go
beyond second order but retain the corrozt pole structure are - in the order of decreasing numerical effort
and therefore decreasing quality - the “coupled 2phEU?A” [3], the “uncoupled Zph-RPA”, the ‘Yph-TDA”,
and several types of ‘Viagonal2ph-TDA” [2,3,17,18].
l’he first two methods are numerically so extensive
that no applications have been published up to riow.
For the latter two, some calculations are available for
molecules with light main group elements [23,17-191.
These calculations have shown that the different TD
approximations lead to very similar results. We therefore use a simple form of the “diagonal two-partlclehole Tamm-Dancoff approximation” (&!ph-TDA) in
this work. This incorporates parts of third and even
higher orders of the perturbation expansion. For a
detailed discussion of these connections we refer to
the recent papers of Cederbaum et al. [25,17-191.
If the &rent N-particle system has a closed shell
ground state \ $gv)) the d2ph-TDA leads to the foilowing matrix elements:
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with
A-lob = V_

-

Vej - vbjbj -

Q

With the exception of the term in the denominator

contsining Aiab, eq. (6) is identical to eq- (5)_
The denominator of eq. (6) introduces two types
of poles, the so-called ‘*affinity poles (nfn--,Sr,= l),,
artd the ‘%~niz&ion poles @jMane = 1)“. The affinity
poles are of little infbrence for ionizations from inner
valence shell orbitals as they lie usuahy far apart from
the corresponding orbital energies. The ionization
poles ere found at energies
E,;b = ea f EB- l
j - Ajab -
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Since Abb is usually negative the onset of the inner
valence shell region is skirted to lower.ionization
potentials compared to the order by order expansion
of Z [eq. (l)] . For the systems studied in the present
paper this however, makes hardIy any difference
since nearly all the ligand orbit& are inner valence
orb&s also if we use eq. (1)~
For the outer valence shell region the cEph-TDA
usually yields the same qualitative resuhs as the order
by order expansion but from a quantitative point of
view the TD-results are less favoumble [23,17-193.
We therefore give only brief comments on these
resuhs.

3. Numerical procedure
As mentioned in the introduction, CNDGj2 wavefimctions have been used sticcess!Xy in connection
with the application cf the Green’s fun&on approach
to the direct calculation ofrekxation energies of
molecules consSing of light elements ]16]_ It is
therefore, reasomble to use the semo ep&&h for
trakition metal ccmtrdning systems where the use of
ab in&o wa+mctions @zany xiumeritalry extre- _
mely expensive~ In the past,.however, there hadbeen
riiEculti& vkith the app&$ioq of _CNDSQpe me+ods to trakition metal cokining systemsL We.t&efore introduced a nio&ed 6&o& of.&e’CNijQfor~
mal&rwhichsince~thenhasb&n&ces@hy~--:
-q$i+to
the]theoreti~ i+tigationof
@rent%pe&.ofsruzhsyster@
[J5],Fortiiedetrdkofthe
:me&_dve refer to $rrt I of this s&i&s [ISa] &H&e
we justn&t to tir+rline _th&-the ritain~&tension,

o;coordinntedCO

compared to the earlier work of kople et al:[ZO] and.
of Santry and Sepal [21] and to the refinements.
.given by Blyholder [22a]-and ketzold [22b, c] is
the complete decoupling of the exponents of slater+ -type orbitals belonging to different angular quantum
numbers I for the metal atoms- The necksaiy param-eters, for the metals appearing in this paper (Cr, Ni)
arethesamea.sinpartII
[I!%].
For the-non-metal atoms we still use the standard
O/2
parameterization (a further extension, where
s and p exponents are decoupled eIso for.tbe second
row elements, is in progress). This limits the application of our me+hod to those ligands for which at
Ieast the sequence znd the relative spacing of the high
lying orbitals are reproduced sufficiently weIi within
CNDO/2. Fortunately some of the most interesting
ligands as e.g. CO or cerboxyktee fulfill this requirement_ For complexes with such ligands our method
yields not only reasonable one particle energies but
ako reliable electron densities.
One should however be aware of the fact that we
cannot necessarily expect absolute values for-the
vertical ionization potentials from a perturbaticn
treetment based on semi-empiicel wavefunctions.
Instead we have to discuss the obtained Koopmans’
defects themselves and compare these quantities for
different ionizations and for different compounds.
The observed trends can then be used to interpret many
body effects in connection with photoionization. The
intensities inour calcuIated spectra are appro;.cimated
by the pole strengths obiained from
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orbital from which they gain their pole strength; Only
lines with pole strength greater than 0.01 are shown.
The intensities plotted in the figures are the cakuWed poIe strer&hs multiplied by the degeneracy of the
corresponding level. To get an impression of what the
actual spectrum should look like (in spite of the cross
section problem) we have convoluted the theoretical
line spectra with a Iorentzian-type function of 1 eV
f&m. In our opinidn, this is an appropriate type of

lhtr results are shown in figs. l-5; The anergy scale
in the presented spectra is positive as it is in an experimelital photoemission spectrum. For the spectra based
on single particle results this means that we have plotted -Q. In the many particIe corrected spectra obtained
by inclusion of many body effects through the d2ph-TD
approximation [eq_ (6>], the lines are labelled by the

.’
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presentation, especially for the inner valence shell
region, where many body effects often produce a large
number of low intensity tines leading to a more or less
continuous background. One has to be aware, however,
that the strongly varying photoionization cross sections
are not considered in such a presentation.
We first discuss the inner valence shell regions (IVSR)
of the free CO molecule. The strong many body effects
appearing in this region become immediately obvious
if we compare *he two spectra shown in fig- 1- The
Iupperpart contains the single-particle result obtained

ofcidimted

CO
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in CNDO/Z appro~tiori.
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The lower p+ &w-s the _
result of our &phTD calculatiop~for the IVSR (above
2.5 eV) togetherwith the result ofthe usu&&rder by
order calculation .]16a]. for the OVSR (below 25 ev).
Several fairly ii~tertsesate&s appe& between 25 and
S3eV which give rise to mainly three additional bauda
in the many particle corrected spectrum. This is in
qualitative agreement, as well with the ca@ulation of
Schirmer et al. [?3] j based on ab initio wavefunctions,
as with the experimental observation [24] (compare
inset in fig. Lb). The energy of the calculated bands in
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our niany particle corrected~spec@nn is, hdwever,
about 20% too high. ‘IIds iSabout the Same value as
found for the CNDO-orbital energies if compared t6
*hose obtained from ab inititi calculations [ZS] . %Ve

4
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therefore conclude that for CO the niosi important
interactions-which determine the influeke of many
body effects are described quite well inthe framwork
of the standaid CNDO-me.thod. We want to mention,
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Fig. 5. Theoretical photoemission spectra for cr(co)& <a) Koopn+s’ approximation; (b) many particle corrected spectmm; (c)
difference spectrum between (a) and (b); inset: experimental spectrum from ref. [27b] _

particle detachments. In the case of lrr, e.g. the most
intensepeakis found at 15.2 eV withP=O38.
The
situation in #is energy range is furthermore cornpIG.
cated by a number of satellites which originate from
the metal d states.
If the above mentioned criterion of maximum pole
strength is used, the bands most closely related to the
Koopmans’ States a50 I $$> and alrr I I&‘) are fetid
at nearly the same energy. If we further take Into
account that for free CO [25] CNDO/2 yields
41~) somewhat too’Iow compared to @T) and
e(47r), this result is in agreement with QSCF- and
Xacalculations on NiCO and with the experimentany
observed inversion in the NijCO ad&Sate System[6;26]. Howmr, as the actual position’of a cakuiated band~&ongly depends on the den&y and &tnre
of the poles of Z in the vicinity of the~correspondin‘g
Koo@ans’ state, one should be Very carefur not to’
’ overestkatetbe resuits bbtained from such a si&ie

particle corrected spectrum (fig_ 2b) shows, however, a completely different appearance. Especially
in the &and range_this spectrum exhibits hardly any
resembIance to the one expected from the one particle picture (fig- 2a)_ The most &&tic effects are
observed & the .knge of the 30 ionization. Iri this
case we do not find a $eak which can be related
directly to the one $ticle detachment. The highest
poIe strgngth fo&d among the resulting transit&s
is 033~30 &s,however, an inner valence shel.lorbital,
,100, in f&e CO.and the appeartice of stkng many
body &ffectSis therefore net astoni@ng. The much
more interest&g p* of the &&rum is the energy
range petQe&10 and-30 eV where we expecbthe
ionizatio;is~orIginating froth 5a, In and 4o;These -.
oMak, bek of outer‘vtietice -sheEtype tithe free
liga&$w
belting to thGn& &le&&eJ.l &ion.
[For Z-’ tie find 216 eV foIlking eq. (4) and -11
e~‘f~~~&&$
(88)J .&+s@j&r&
& my:.;.
body effecti a& CbmpaiiibkStOtho& dbtietiei:f&: &_
--%.z+
qiole.&&@
fobYd.for ~~ jran;itions

or&ii&i@

f@

5~; Inand 4o,abouf’o’S~~,.~~_~g

: t&&@@,~.
k@&
k is &ij+o+le~&
co&la&;_ the finaI result in -& ap~i;o~~~lm~~~.-~~.~_~~

.,.

.

_. :-

1

.I -:_
m&~~~~NiC’_
.-.‘. .
Thg moth interesting qua&&
result, obtain&d
fiom’biu stu&.on-NiCd, is the. ckiderable &&of

the i&&e io&z&&
+sed’by’&$
bo& @ff&.’
-.
-+_M
Iea*$o the-kons&$etice$&t&&st
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intense l&and bands appear at lower ionization potentials than in free CO. This is in contradiction to the
expected bond shift. For adsorbate systems it is, however, difticuh to prove this result. Experimentally it
is difficult to directly relate the absolute energy scale
of a gas phase spectrum to the scale of a sp~trum
taken from a surface. Such a comparison is much for
easier for the carbonyls Ni(CO)o tid Cr(CO)e for
which gas phase spectra are available [Sc,27].
Before we present the results on the carbonyls,
we want to make a short comment on the d2ph-TD
result for the OVSR included in fig. 2b. The pole
strengths are close to one; con6rming the outer
valence shell character of these ionizations. The shifts
relative to the one-particle result are, however, about
twice as iarge as those found from an order by order
treatment [28]. This is mainly caused by two facts:
(i) The relative weight of second order c.ontributions is larger in the d2ph-TDA and it is known that
these contributions usually overestimate the calculated corrections in the outer valence shell region
PI(ii) All orbitak resulting from the CXDO-cakulation are taken into account in our TD-cakulations
whereas in the case of the order by order treatment
numerical constrains usually limited the set of i.ucIuded orb&Is.
An important qualitative result found in the order
by order as well as in the d2ph-TD treatment is the
reduction of d-band width due to many body effects.
&ee investigated species. A sin&u
It is found for all l
effect has been proposed recently by Penn [29] for
bulkmaterial.
To start the discussion of Ni(CO)b we first 100%
to a hypothetic cluster of four CO molecules in thesame geometric ar&gement they-have in .the real compound..The one-particle s@ctrum‘obtained from our
0
calculati9n for such a cluster is sh0.v in fig3, where it iscompared to the one pkti$e spectrum
of a single CO-molecule. Taofacilitate ti comparkn
w’&hNi(CO)~ the &bit& are iabelled_i+sin the &al -.
compound, this means three a&and
two ta(p)are._
added in the cout&g. T-he o-&bi@ls_ofthe CO _
m&e&s lead to synknetry adapted &minations .:
.’
bel~?ging to. the jrreducible re+reeent$io_ns al~~aGd.t~~:~
‘fhe_mix@gof the $.r$e ta ~mbin&ons~o$$nating
_’
Go~,~&, ?ti add 4cr_isonly,moderate_Thus ea+ of.
the re@ing orbit$s can be labellea by ‘ts; symmetry

._

and by its parent oribital in the free bgand. As a

whole the one-particle~spectmmof the (Co), cluster
closely resembles the spectrum of CO [15a].
if we now take into account the.inter&tion with
the metal atom @Ii) the situation is not-changed very
much (see fig_ 4)_ As expected, aUthe ligkd grbitais
are stabilized to some extent but the overall appearance of the @and region still exhibits a olose relation
to the free molecule. As discussed in an earlier paper
of this series [15a] this is in fidl agreement with the
results obtained from ab-initio calculations [30] _
Again, the levels originating from lir of free CO
appear at somewhat too low energies in the CNDO
result but the ordering of the different Ieveb is essentially the same as found from the ab initio data
[15a,30]. CNDO as well as ab initio calculations
would predict a l&and range in the PE spectrum of
Ni(CO)G similar to the spectrum of CO, but shifted
to somewhat higher energies.
Inclusion of many body effects strongly alters this
prediction: fig. 4b shows the d2ph-TD result obtained
from our CNDOcaIculations. The first two bands
are again shifted too much if compared to an order
by order treatment 1281, but the one-particle description for this outer valence region is ah valid in
the TDA. The two bands are directly related to a
detachment of an eleotron from the orbitals 9ta and
2e, orbitals with predominant metal d&aracter.
In the inner valence shell region we observe similar
drastic effects as in the case of NiCO. For most of the
Koopmans’ states-the interaction &th valence excitations is so str& .&at it becomes difficult to connect the resultingban&&th
a specific-orbital- In
fg. 4b @rly the most &eye transi&ns_~e labelled-.
according to the Koopmans’ state from which they
gain-their .mten$ty:‘For, the less intense transition
th%corresponding infor&$on.is
&&ctediri.table 2_
.The Ii&d bands which c&&pond’to,tfie ionha:
tions.from t&e orbit&~So&
akd 40 are-kc&l
:_ .__,
main& b&veen.l3‘&+:~?
eV.i$,t+any
paticle
,I
co~ec~d_~~e$um~ Tbisis an average. shift ofabout ;.
S-eV t~yj$s I@y ~gq&.fyitlj~+q
tq th15, -:
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T+ble 2
OrbitaIenergies many particlecomztedi&iidion
Orbital

One particle
energy

6%

-45.2

potentialsand associatedpde &ength as obtainedfor Ni(Ct&

&mted
enew

Po1e
strength

Orbital

One particle
energy

COXBXted
energy

Pole
strength

le

-215

42.3
40.9
40.7
40.2
39.7
39.5
38.9
38.8

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.01
0.05

42.1
31.3
30.9
28.3
21.0
Z8.2
18.1
16.8

0.02
0.07
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.05
057

8at

-21.4

328
323
31.6
25.7
21-4
205
20.3
18.4
18.2
159

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
o-02
0.03
0.06
0.01
059

7t2

-21.4

372
31.1
28.8
283
209
20.7
179
16.6

0.01
0.05

St2

-44.7

43.6
43.1
41.0
40.8
39.1
38.8
385

0.03
0.01
0.05
0.01
0.07
0.03
0.21

7a3

-30.1

33.5
329
32.4
31.8
30.7
29.1
27.9
27.6
26.0
24.7
24.7
24.3
23.8
23.6
23.4

0.02
0.03
Q-03
0.04
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.04
0.01
0.1
0.04
0.01
0.1

31.9
30.4
27.9
20.7.
205
18.4
18.2
17.7:

0.04
0.01
0.01
0.05
OS.5

612

-24.2

.
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42.1
31.1
30.0
28.1
17.7
17.5
16.5

0.01
0.06
0.01
0.01
0.1
0.04
0.64

-18

28.0
18.4
18.0
135

0.01
0.04
0.01
O-65

.31-o.
25.2

0.01
0.01

.0.39
2e

0.01
0.03
0.01
0.07
OS

-20.4

‘0.03
I 0.02
.

O-01

-10.7
_.
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in the case of the model system NiCO and has nothing
to do with destabilization of orbitah.
The experirnen’~ spectrum (inset in fig. 4b) [27a]
shows an intense band between 13.5 and 165 eV
and some additional week structures between 17.5 and
20 eV. The fti part of the intense band (135 to
14.5 eV) is most likely connected with an ionization
from the orbital 8te, an orbital which originates from
50 of free CO. The region between 145 and 165
eV should - by comparison with the theoretical
results - be attributed to a superposition of a number
of different transitions, most ofwhich are strongly
influenced by many body effects. The weak band
obsc1ved around 18 eV in the experimental spectrum
was assigned to ior&ations from 6t, and 7aI (resulting from 40 of CO) by Hillier et al. [27a,30] in the
framework of the one particle picture. From our
calculation it is more likely that the 18 eV baud corresponds to the structure found at about 20.5 eV in
the many particle corrected spectrum_ Due to the
distribution of the 6t, intensity to several final states
this. band should not be directly related to the orbital
6ta. The intensity of 7a, is also distributed to several
fina states and it is likely that the corresponding
band cannot be discerned from the large number of
satellites following the intense bands found around
17 eV in the theoretical spectrum.
Between 25 and 40 eV two further bands are predicted in the theoretical spectrum but up to now
there is no detailed experimental investigation available for this energy region.
We now turn to our final example Cr(CO)e . The
one-particle spectrum of the pure &and sphere is
shown in fig- 3. As in the case of Ni(CO)4 the nurnbering of the orbit& of the Egand cluster is adjusted
to the f& carbonyl by adding three altr (for Is, 2s
and 3s of Cr) and two t lU (for 2p and 3p of Cr). Again,
we find only little mixing of u and srcontriiutions in
the three tlu orbit& and it is possible to assign all
the levels of the (CO), cluster by their symmetry and
their parent orbitah in the free molecule. Interaction
with the metal atom does not change the general appearance of the one particte spectmm very much
(fig. 5a). The most pronannced effects are found for
the levels Sea, 7tI, and ?a*, which are considerably
stabilized. A comparison with ab initio data [30]
shows that this stabihzation is overestimated for
7al, and_5ea. Taking this into account we would

expect mainly three bands in the &and range if the
spectrum would be determined by the one particle
result.
Different to NiCO and Ni(CO), this prediction
is not changed if we include many body’effects (fig.
5b). Again the whole l&and mnge is shifted to lower
energies (compare iig_ SC) but the overall structure
is conserved. For the first seven transitions the pole
strength exceeds 0.6 showing that these transitions
can be reasonably weli described in the one particle
picture in spite of the fact that they originate from
inner valence shell orbitals. Correspondingly the
number of satellites, the pole streng8 of which
exceeds 0.01 is considerably snialler than in Ni(CO)4.
The threefold structure predicted in the many particle corrected spectrum is in agreement with experiment (compare inset in fig. 5b). The intensity enhancement found for the 18 eV band in the He&spectrum
makes it very probable that this band does not result
only from satellites [27b]. Relative to the other transitions, those connected with orbit& ori$nating
mainly from rr-orbitals of the free !igand are predicted at somewhat too high energies. This is again due
to the overestimation of the orbital energy of I rr in
CNDO/Z.
_4bove 19 eV extended structure is found in the
HeH spectrum [27b] with maxima at about 199 and
23.4 eV. The band observed around 20 eV may well
be attributed to the satellite peak found at 22 eV in
the many particle corrected spectrum.
Contrary to the energy range where we find the
ionizations CoMected with the detachment of an
electron from orbitais evolving from So, In and 40
of the free ligand, strong many body effects are again
found in the 30 range. Only a weak intensity band is
predicted to appear at 7 eV below the peak expected
in one par&Se approximation. A band is observed
at about 35 eV in the X-ray excited spectrum [SC].
This band was already assigned by Hillier et al. [3O]
to the orbit& 5tlu, 3es and 6ar, (found around 43
eV in the ab initio calculation) but without any expla.
nation of the 8 eV shift.
Taken as’s whole, the induction of satellites in
Cr(CO), is less Ijronounced than in the-other investigated system. If one thinks of the unoccupied d-orbitals in Cr(CO), , which give rise to fairly low lying
d + d excitations &is might be surpr&in& but our
investigation showed, that these excitations do not
.:
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couple to the one-electron detachments from the
l&and orbit&

5. concltiolls

In transition metal carbonyles and also in CO
adsorbates, the orbitals originating from 50, In and
40 of CO are no longer outer valence shell orbitals
asin the free @and but belong to the inner valence
shell region. This leads to the consequence that the
one particle picture which is well applicable to the
fust three ionizations of CO is not necessarily apphcable to the ligand range in the PE spectra of the complexes. Strong many body effects are observed in
this energy range due to the energetic neighbourhood of excited configurations. Although the details
in the results depend on the energy of these configurations and therefore on the parameterization of a
semi-empirical method like CNDO the following
generalizations should be independent from the specific numerical results:
(i) The hgand bands are shifted considerably
towards lower energies. This shift is usually larger
than the shift observed for the outer valence shell
ionizations thus reducing the gap between d and
ligand-range. The barycenter of the &and bands is
now found at lower energies than that of free CO in
agreement with the experimental findings but in
contradiction to simple orbital considerations.
(ii) In some cases many body effects become so
strong that the one-to-one connection between photoemission bands and single orbitals - always valid in
the cuter vsIence shell region in spite of more or less
pronounced relaxation shifts - gets lost. Among our
examples such situations were especially found in
NiCO and Ni(CO)a .
From these two results it becomes obvious that a
Koopmans-type of interpretation is not always appropriate to an&se the ligand range of a carbonyl
complex or an adsorbate. Also if-2 is possible to establish a connection between observed bands and cer:
tain orbitals by variation of excitation energy or by
angular dependence this does not always reveal the
expected information on the ordering, spacing and
actual position of the parent orbitals. In the model
system NiCO, e.g. the actual position of the bands
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attributed to 5a and la is strongly infhrenced by
many body effects.
The results obtained from our three examples also
show that it is difficult to extrapolate the influence
of many body effects even in a series of closely related compounds. The many body effects were found
to be strong in NiCO and Ni(CO)a but much less
important in Cr(CO), . A similar result may be found
if we go from NiCO to more realistic models of adsorbates containing more than one metal atom. Results
on model systems like NiCO must therefore be considered only as a fti step beyond the simple apphcation of the single particle picture towards a better
understanding of adsorbate systems.
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